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about me

“Taking an image, freezing 

a moment, reveals how rich 

reality truly is.”

MEET KAREN

Thank you so much for contacting me about your 
session, I am thrilled you are here! 

I am a professional photographer located in Eagle I am a professional photographer located in Eagle 
River, Alaska, specializing in family, baby, newborn and 
maternity photography. I have been doing photography 
for as long as I can remember, but I officially opened my 

photography business in 2015. 

I was born and raised in Alaska, although I have also I was born and raised in Alaska, although I have also 
lived in Florida, Texas, Washington, and Arizona. We 
moved our family back home in 2015, and I am so 

happy to be back in Alaska! I have two kids, a boy and a 
girl, and we also have a silly little dog. I love talking 
photography, I have a terrible sweet tooth, and I love 

making people laugh.

MY STYLEMY STYLE

I love color, so I tend to bring that out in photos without I love color, so I tend to bring that out in photos without 
oversaturating. I don’t have a heavy hand with editing, 
but I do enhance images to make you look your best 
and bring out the colors and life of your background. I 
shoot both natural and studio light, so I am always 

ready for any type of lighting situation, but I do have my 
own preferences for time of day.  

- - karen



YOUR maternity SESSION
I do not put a time limit on my maternity sessions, so we are shooting until you feel like 
we have gotten everything you wanted from your session (within reason!). All of my 

 maternity sessions come with digital images to be chosen from an online proofing gallery after 
your session. You will receive beautifully edited high resolution images with a print 
release with each session, no matter the package you choose. Once you are booked, 

I can help with location and outfit choices to match your vision for your session! I have aI can help with location and outfit choices to match your vision for your session! I have a
 client closet with plenty of designer maternity dresses for you to choose from, or if you
don’t see a dress in the closet you love, I am happy to order one custom for you as well! 

Maternity sessions are for immediate family only, up to 6 people. If you want to include
extended family, please contact me for pricing. 

 

PACKAGE THREE

$650
Includes all session images 
available in your proofing 

gallery.
(60-80 images)

PACKAGE TWO

$400
Includes 15 digital images

PACKAGE ONE

$300
Includes 8 digital images. 

investment



BEFORE YOUR SESSION

As soon as you make the decision to book, contact me!
 

After you have made the decision to book, we will work together to decide 

on a date for your session, as well as a date for you to come in and try on 

and pick a maternity dress for your session. I can offer both indoor and 

outdoor photography, although I always prefer outdoor to in studio, no outdoor photography, although I always prefer outdoor to in studio, no 

matter the weather. After we have chosen a date, I will send you a contract 

that needs a digital signature, and an invoice for a $50 retainer to hold 

your session date. This fee is applied toward your session fee, due 

at your session.

booking your session


